A three-dimensional study of brain string vessels using celloidin sections stained with anti-collagen antibodies.
The purpose of this study was to explain the morphology and significance of string vessels in human brains. Brain slices (1.5 cm thick) were embedded in celloidin, sections cut at 100 microm and stained with antibody to collagen IV. A second component of the study was a 3-D rotational study for which we used sections stained with propidium iodide for cell nuclei and anti-collagen stain for blood vessel basement membranes. The materials consisted of brain from two infants at 28 and 35 weeks gestation, two term infants at 20 days and 3 months, one 5 years old, and 3 adults aged 25, 57, and 84 years. String vessels were counted in at least six fields of deep white matter using a 10x objective and the counts averaged and expressed as string vessels per cubic mm. The 3-D rotational study using confocal microscopy was designed to find nuclei in string vessels. The least number of string vessels were present in the premature infant. All others had comparably similar numbers of string vessels except the two term-born infants in whom there was a 3-5-fold increase. However, the two brains had other pathologic lesions, which could affect the counts. In normal brains, string vessels appear as a singe line of stain and usually connect two arterioles or capillaries. They can form loops and occasionally a string vessel may continue into a normal capillary. String vessels have rare nuclei. Our study indicates that string vessels are present in utero, increase in number and are present throughout life. Their exact nature remains unexplained. They apparently do not represent age-related acquired atrophy of capillaries because they are present at all ages and do not progressively increase with normal aging. This technique appears suitable for the study of large number of string vessels.